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With all newborn screening, there is
a window of opportunity to change a
baby’s future and prevent life-lasting
disability or death. OZ Systems is
committed to making solutions that
provide a better future.

Leveraging Technology
Reduces Challenges in
Newborn Blood Spot
Screening
Newborn blood spot screening programs are one
of the most successful public health initiatives.
However, they are still faced with challenges.
The challenges are complex and varied:
•	Getting the specimen from the hospital to the lab
and processed in adequate time
• No uniformity amongst state programs
•	What tests should be on the RUSP and evidence to
support those tests
• Cost of programs
• Parental consent
• Specimen storage and research use
continued on page 2
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Telepathy™ NBS Testimonial
Our challenges with our newborn blood spot
screening program were typical. There is a
fear of writing down wrong information on the
cards, juxtaposing numbers, and, like many
facilities, we had returns from the lab because
the specimen cards did not always contain
all the necessary information. We wanted to
mitigate these errors that affected the integrity
of our program. Our staff loves Telepathy NBS
because they no longer have to hand write
the specimen cards. The majority of the form
is prepopulated, which eliminates the need to
locate the information from multiple locations.
Collaboration describes OZ Systems. The
implementation with our IT department was
relatively simple, and we easily integrated the
OZ solution with our MediTech EMR system.

- Marina Hoffman, RNC-OB
Director of Women’s Services, Peterson Regional Medical Center
www.ozsystems.com/sites/default/files/oz_testimonial_
marinahoffman_v2.pdf

APHL
NBSGTS 2019
Thank You for Making
It a Success!

continued from page 1

Leveraging Technology Reduces Challenges in Newborn Blood Spot Screening
But some challenges are easily resolved by leveraging
today’s technology.

OZ Systems assists in solving challenges.
OZ Newborn Screening Suite reduces human error
and improves patient safety, quality of care, and
intervention timeliness.

•	Delays in intervention due to illegible and incomplete
patient information
•	Lack of awareness (knowing if the specimen left the
hospital or that it was lost on the way to the lab)

LEARN MORE: www.ozsystems.com/hospitals-providers/oz-newbornscreening-tools/blood-spot-screening-nbs

•	Timely results for all babies (no news is not good news)

OZ Newborn Screening Suite End-to-End Newborn Blood Spot Screening Management
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Our integrated collection-to-reporting solution
simplifies workflow in the hospital and state lab,
eliminates handoffs to deliver timely results so your
Newborn Blood Spot (NBS) screening program is more
cost-effective, improves patient safety, and reduces
human error using information technology standards.

OZ Telepathy™ NBS

OZ Connect**

OZ Telepathy™ Newborn Blood Spot (NBS) prepopulates
an electronic form with the state laboratory’s required
data elements, which are printed on a label and affixed to
the blood spot filter paper card.

Prior to the lab receiving the specimen, OZ Connect
generates an electronic lab order (ELO) to the state
laboratory information management system (LIMS) in an
HL7 standards-based message with required newborn

Track-Kit™ from STACS DNA reduces late
Specimen tracking from collection to stor
you an automatic end-to-end audit trail.

OZ Systems Celebrated Global Parents Day on June 1
DaShondra Hanks
Implementation Specialist
Years at OZ: 11
Number of Kids: 3 (two daughters, 21 years old and 3 years old; one son, 15 years old)
What do you enjoy about being a parent?
I enjoy so many things about being a parent. I enjoy pouring all my love, all my time, and all my wisdom into
each of my children’s lives. I love the overwhelming amount of happiness and joy they provide me every
single day. I love being able to watch them grow, form their own unique personalities and blossom into
amazing individuals. It’s like taking blank canvasses and slowly watching them become beautiful works of
art right before your eyes. Being a parent introduced me to a love that I never even knew existed. My children
have made me into a better me. Being a parent has also made me realize how much God loves us, as well—
that in spite of everything we do, both good and bad, God still loves us the same. The same goes for me, as a
parent: No matter what my children do in life or whoever they turn out to be, I will love them unconditionally.

How has being a parent affected your job at OZ or influenced your decision to work at OZ?
Being a parent makes me take my job at OZ more personally. As a parent, I want the best for not only my
children but for every child. Because we at OZ impact millions of babies’ lives, it makes me work harder.
My own son was screened nine times before he finally passed his hearing screening at birth. I was never
told how many times he was screened and left the hospital thinking that he was okay. When he was about
8 years old, I noticed that he could hear much better with his left ear than with his right ear, and I decided
to take him to an audiologist. As a result of working at OZ, I have reached out to hospitals informing them
of over-screening and educating them on the importance of screening a limited number of times.

“Parentingislike
takingblank
canvassesand
watchingthemslowly
becomebeautiful
worksofartright
beforeyoureyes.”
– DaShondra Hanks,

OZ Systems implementation
specialist and mother of three

June 1: Parent day
Body of Tweet/Facebook Post:
On June 1, we celebrate #GlobalParentsDay #GlobalDayOfParents at OZ Systems.
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OZ Technology Tip: Scanning
When needing to send a copy of a document
to someone, this is a great tool.
• Open Notes
• If folders open under iCloud choose notes
• Click icon bottom right to create new
• Click done (top right)
• Click + (bottom middle)
• Choose Scan Documents
•	Hover over what you want to scan and wait for phone to
take pic or click the photo button (bottom of screen)
•	Verify the selected area for the scan is
correct. Adjust lines if needed
• Click Keep Scan
• If multiple pages keep scanning
• Click Save
• To send (email or text) click the icon top right
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Do You Know If Every
Specimen Reached the Lab?
OZ Newborn Screening Suite Tracks Every
Specimen, Improving Intervention Timeliness
www.ozsystems.com/hospitals-providers/oz-newbornscreening-tools/track-kit
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Better Relationships.
Better Care.
Better Outcomes.

OZ Systems is an innovator in global screening solutions, bridging crucial
information gaps to ensure quality care and timely interventions for patients
and those who care for them. We develop end-to-end newborn screening
software that reduces human errors and improves patient safety, quality of
care and intervention timeliness. We are recognized for interoperability, and
innovation in design and partnerships. OZ Systems has projects with U.S.
and international health care providers and public health agencies.
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